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Mill Hill Report
4th October 2009
by Peter Davies
Surprise Honoured Guest – MICHAEL HUSBAND
Once again a fine and dry Mill Hill meeting with warm sunshine at the graveside despite some rain in the morning on the way down. Billy's grave was well
tended and soon awash with the colour of flowers left by the many well wishers.
The stalls were once again set up at the Church Hall and fairly soon brisk activity was apparent. The most popular item was the new Billy Fury calendar in
colour for 2010 which was hot-off-the-press from the printers and copies were
soon snapped up by members and friends. Linda and Jen were pretty soon in
action selling raffle tickets with a large number of prizes on offer. Thanks are
due to everyone who brought in the prizes and everyone who supported the
raffle and it was nice to see
both members and non-members winning.
Chris Eley, welcomed everyone to the meeting including
a specific welcome to Michael
Husband. Michael had expressed a wish to attend one
of our meetings and he had
been brought along by his sister, Sue Widdowfield. He
was the former head of the
Billy Fury North London Fan
Club for quite a number of
years in the 1960's. Michael
was extremely interesting to
talk to and has a lot of knowledge of those times in particuSue and Michael
lar. He was known personally to Billy and Larry Parnes and lived previously
close to musician Clem Cattini. The well known photograph of Billy with Larry Parnes was actually taken on Michael's camera! Upon dropping him home
after the meeting he was proud to show us his personally signed Billy photographs and memorabilia. He really should write a book!
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Chris continued by thanking in particular Tracy and Anthony Grist who specifically brought in several trays of food from Aldershot and congratulated
them on their 23rd Wedding Anniversary which was being shared with Billy
fans at Mill Hill.
He also mentioned a card for everyone to sign for Maggie Clark
who had not been very well recently. Get well Maggie!
The forthcoming Evesham weekend promoted by Pat Young was
mentioned next and everyone appreciated her efforts in raising
around £7,000 for various charitable purposes. Chris made reference to the recent "Telstar" release
and also mentioned the Billy
‘Dance’ Musical at Nottingham in
July as well as the Liverpool weekend next June at the Adelphi
Hotel.
The Sound of Fury team had arranged for a glass tankard to be
Linda McMeiken
suitably inscribed "With thanks to
Rob Dee for his musical contribution to the success of the Mill Hill meetings
over the past few years". Chris presented the tankard to Rob who was almost
overwhelmed by the gesture and struggled to find words in reply. Obviously
totally unexpected by Rob.
The auction item was a framed photograph of Billy circa 1960. Bidding was
extremely brisk and we were soon into
three figures. Eventually the auction lot
was won by Linda McMeiken from the
Isle of Man who bid a staggering £200 to
tumultuous applause. The proceeds are
to be sent to Brent Lodge Bird and Wildlife Trust on this occasion. Linda's generous support is sincerely appreciated.
Chris finished off by mentioning that
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there was no news at present on the A & B sides from Decca. He then handed
over to Rob Dee for the musical segment.
After a slight blip with his music system Rob
was soon in form with a run of ten Billy hits
before being joined by Colin Bateman for a
duet on A Million Miles from Nowhere. Rob
mentioned that Colin and Rita had recently
raised over £700 for their local Hospice.
As a change from Billy songs he then performed Buddy Holly's Raining in my Heart,
then It's Only Make Believe and Halfway to
Paradise. Rob closed his set with Forget Him,
dedicated to the greatest!
2010 Mill Hill Dates
Rob Dee

24 January
18 April
10 October

Billy Fury Record Collection for Sale
Billy fan Mike Murray wishes to sell what I am told is an excellent condition
collection of 21 albums, 52 singles and the Am I Blue EP. Mike would prefer
to sell the collection whole but it still might be worthwhile to contact him if
you don’t need the lot. It includes all of the Decca 45’s, less Hippy Hippy Shake
but including the ultra rare My Christmas Prayer, all of the Parlophone 45’s, the
Fury label 45, Warner Brothers 45 and some reissues. There are also 112 Elvis
albums and some other rock ‘n’ roll items such as a near mint Johnny Restivo
LP. Contact Mike by email on kmurraysylv@hotmail.co.uk or by phone on
0207 262 3480

Best Wishes
We send our best wishes to avid fan club member and friend Pam Rogers who
is due to have a major operation in December. We hope everything goes well
and that she will soon be on the road to recovery. Our thoughts are also with
any other members who are suffering in any way at this time and hope the
New Year will bring good health and peace to everyone.
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Billy Fury on stage in 1959
By Chris Eley (with special thanks to Will McNeil)
During 1959 Billy developed a stage act which was based on that of early Elvis,
only unlike the Hillbilly Cat, with Billy there was not a trace of tongue in
cheek – he meant it and women knew it. The truth is that he really did not
need to do more than sing and smoulder as in the famous Oh Boy clip to get
over his appeal to the audience, and the rather over the top suggestive moves
were really not necessary. However, he loved Elvis and wanted to move like
his hero, his alter ego kicking in and taking over from the shy boy from the
Dingle, so down on the mike stand he went. Backed by the Beat Boys he drove
girls into a frenzy up and down the country, and alienated their boyfriends to
the extent that he was the target for missiles of all kinds on stage, threat and
abuse. All of this was understandable given that the guys realised that if Billy
clicked his fingers there would be, as the expression goes, footprints all down
their back as their girl departed towards the dressing room.
Jack Good explains the Fury phenomenon. “Billy Fury was very nice
and quiet off-stage, he was not an
exhibitionist at all. He was a lovely
fellow but he was right over the top
on stage. He was a sexual animal
living out his fantasy life. I only
brought out what was already inside. He used to open with Ray
Charles The Night Time is The Right
Time and oh gosh, we would discuss how quickly he should hit the
deck and roll over with the microphone. You wouldn’t be able to hear
anything after that. The girls would
be screaming and running down the
aisles.” Some older rockers have recounted in recent years how they
actually felt disgusted by Billy’s antics and in hindsight it can be seen
that perhaps record sales might be
affected by the guys not buying
Billy 1959
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them and not rating Billy as highly as they might; his talent being overshadowed by the stage act. Conversely, his popularity with the girls probably
made up for that. At so conservative a time however it could have had a PJ
Proby like effect on his career if he had not soon taken advice from his father
and cleaned up his act so that by some time in 1960 it was his professionalism
that was being lauded, and not his antics.
Not much has ever come out
about Billy and girls when on
tour but Hal Carter once recalled
to me the time that he and Billy
were alone with two girls in the
dressing room after a show.
Billy’s girl stripped for action
but when he discovered it would
be her first time he made her get
dressed and leave. We will probably never know whether she
was eventually pleased to later
find the right guy or forever regretful that such a special time
did not happen with her idol.
There were three possible explanations for this and Hal never
did elaborate or say what happened with his girl either. Perhaps Billy did not want the
issues that went with such an
occasion or he did not want to
ruin her later chances of happiness. It could have been a combination of both
or he may not actually have fancied her. We should believe I guess that it was
the second option and he was playing the gentleman; but on stage it was a different matter.
The New Musical Express for Friday 16th October 1959 carried the article ‘Does
BILLY cause too much FURY’, by James Wynn. It’s worth recounting the comments, in what is actually a balanced and partly sympathetic article from
Wynn, especially as it only just pre-dates the furore in Dublin and the ban subsequently imposed. The article read: ‘CONTROVERSY is often a short cut to
fame and it might well work out that way for the young Billy Fury. For right
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now, the Liverpool born “big beat” artist is the focal point of a raging battle of
words that fans are waging via the NME. Basically it’s the same old argument –
some like him, some don’t. But in stating their opinions the fans are going to
great lengths in many instances to present a detailed explanation of their
reasoning. Fury fans claim that “he’s the greatest” and won’t hear a word said
against him. Why do they like him so much? Many feel that he is the most exciting visual rock’n’roll artist Britain has produced for years. “Compared to Billy,” wrote one reader “Marty Wilde is like a statue. He’s too wooden. But Billy
is really exciting, and he puts everything into his performance.”

MOVEMENTS. Fury non-admirers, however, aren’t appreciative of what they
term “over-exaggerated movements” on Billy’s part. Reading between the lines
of some of these letters it would seem that the writers would take to Billy a lot
easier if he changed his style of presentation. I watched him in action during a
concert date just a few weeks ago and some of his “sexy” antics prompted me
to observe that parts of his performance were “downright disgusting”. This
brought forth an avalanche of letters, some protesting that I was wrong, others
agreeing with me. It’s perhaps significant that most of the pro-Fury letters
came from girls. At another Fury concert I approached a few fellows in the audience for their opinions. Generally they thought that his “love scene” routine
with a microphone was crude and totally unnecessary. But they had no complaint with his prowess as a singer. I put a similar question to a number of
teenage girls; they were quite happy with his presentation, but didn’t comment
on his singing other than to emphasise their opinion that he is “great.” From
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this, I came to the conclusion that so far as “live” performances are concerned,
the girls look upon Mr Fury not so much as a rock singer as a colourful personality. They like the snazzy, jazzy way he dresses; the way he bends and sways and
swivels his hips. Most certainly they are attracted by his marked similarity to
Elvis Presley. What it amounts to, I feel, in the flesh his actions speak louder than
words! Teenagers as a whole, both boys and girls, appear to enjoy his singing
style – a point already proved by the fact that he’s had two hits to his credit in
Maybe Tomorrow and Margo, Don’t Go. Both songs, incidentally, as well as his latest Decca release The Time Has Come were written by Billy.
There can be little doubt that his popularity is booming. Last year he was an unknown, ambitious youngster named Ronald Wycherley; today, under the guiding
wing of artists manager Larry Parnes, he is a rising star with an ever-growing fan
following.
If you’ve studied this years NME Popularity Poll results, you’ll have noticed that
Billy finished third behind Craig Douglas and Anthony Newley as the years outstanding New Disc or TV singer. Another feather in his cap was the 522 votes he
polled as Britain’s Favourite Male Singer, (he was in 5th place – Ed) which put him
above such longer established stars as Dennis Lotis, Terry Dene, Robert Earl and
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Gary Miller in the final placings. Recently a star attraction in Parnes rockpacked “Big Beat Show”! Billy left for a six week tour of Ireland last weekend. The Irish are an excitable people, which tend to suggest that they’ll go for
Billy’s power packed, electric style in a big, big way!

Billy in Ireland
Touring in Ireland with the Beat Boys now reported as being the Drumbeats
Billy provoked outrage, offending the Catholic sensibilities of the state (but
pleasing the young girls whether Catholic or not). Long time fan Monica
O’Bierne knew Billy and remembers that to the entourage around him, he was
nicknamed ‘Face’ because of his classic good looks. The Irish Independent review of his act on the Bridie Gallagher Show at the Theatre Royal in Dublin on
October 27th was less than complimentary. “This is a band in the rock ’n’ roll
fashion with Billy (Fury) singing the songs, the words of which are never audible and the teenagers in the audience scream their heads off. Others have done
this act as well if not better”. For some reason Billy was reported as being 17
years old; he was of course 19
but ‘officially’ 18 at the time.
On Saturday October 31st the
same paper reported that the
curtain had again been brought
down on the act on Friday 30th
evening show. Due to
‘objectionable features’ the curtain had been brought down on
Thursday night and on the Friday matinee Billy had taken
heed of the warning and behaved himself. On Friday
evening the curtain went down
and it was reported that ‘Fury
had removed his jacket and was
laying down on the stage at the
time.’ Billy, the rebel rocker,
had obviously not taken kindly
to being repressed.
According to the theatre manager Billy was dropped from the
©Decca Records
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show, but whether he continued to tour elsewhere in the country is not clear, but
seems unlikely.

Another UK Report
It was during 1959, week ending November 7th, that Picturegoer Magazine carried
the now infamous, and definitely not sympathetic, Mark Crossways report, and
it’s worth recounting what he said, especially as we can now finally hear Billy perform on the Billy Fury at the BBC CD the number referred to in the report, Mean
Woman Blues.
One cannot help but think that there is a strong element of jealousy in Crossways
at the idea of teenage girls being ‘worked up into a frenzy’ and of the ‘rousing of
female instincts to the full’ – sound wonderful to me (providing it wasn’t my girlfriend Billy was arousing obviously!) Funny really that the front cover featured in
contrast to the article, was the wholesome Miss Doris Day – a missed opportunity
to have placed an onstage shot of Billy on it
to match the article
and created an even
bigger impact, plus
more sales to all those
frenzied teenage girls!

The Crossways
Report
BILLY FURY, the fairhaired boy from
Liverpool’s tough
dockland, should
clean up his act – or go
back to being a tug
hand. For this young
rock’n’roller, with
tight fitting jeans, phoney sideburns and
gaudy jackets, has
changed in the short
space of time since he
first stepped on to a
stage. From a timid,
but pleasing singer, he
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has turned into a forceful vulgar one. Yet, with a smirk on his face, he proudly
boasts: “I have achieved my ambition; I am the sexiest singer in Britain.” Some
achievement. Yet, his act isn’t even clever. It is merely becoming suggestive.
And while that is the case, he’s giving show business a bad name. He is better
off out of it. For no responsible adult is going to condone his behaviour. Many
teenage girls work themselves into a state of frenzy when watching Fury’s actions on stage. The cause is one number in Fury’s act – an Elvis Presley original called Mean Woman Blues. Fury twists his mouth into a vicious shape and
glares into the spotlight. He looks defiant. Slowly, to the throb of guitars, he
sings the opening bars.
Then, with deliberate calculation, he winds his left
leg around the microphone, tilts it back, and
softly caresses the base
with his right hand. He
has developed his technique, for he knows the
exact moment to leap
back from the microphone. His next move increases the tension among
the female element of the
audience. With hunched
shoulders and agonised
expression he undoes the
zip of his yellow jacket.
Down, down it comes,
while the screams increase in volume. With
one swift movement, he
casts the jacket aside,
grabs hold of the microphone. His previous exhibition seems tame in the
light of what follows.
Over goes the microphone until it lies full
15

length on the stage – with Fury on top of it. Outside the theatre, girls storm the
stage door. Their chant is – “Billy – we want Billy”. Their instincts have been
roused to the full.

He Sits And Laughs
Their idol, meanwhile, sits before his dressing-table mirror – laughing at his reflections. He is pleased with his nights work. They fete him when he waves to them
from the window. They scream: they think he is marvellous. If they could hear
what he shouts at them their reactions would probably be different. For Fury’s
language – like his act – has deteriorated. Rock’n’roll singers such as Fury often
ask in all innocence why they are so open to criticism from their seniors. In Fury’s
case, if he thought for a few moments, the reason would be obvious. End.
It was little wonder that Billy’s
dad, Albert Wycherley should
be concerned about his son’s
behaviour and be instrumental
in getting him to clean up his
act. The bad press could not
have pleased any father at the
time, and Billy had experienced
a strict upbringing, having to
change into his jeans in the outside toilet and go out from the
back yard because of his father’s
disapproval of the jeans!
In subsequent years, up until
the mid 60’s at least, Billy still
had that sensual, sexually
charged act without recourse to
the stage moves that had given
him his reputation. Perhaps
when he started he felt he had
to live up to his name, and in
1959 he certainly did just that.
Billy Furore might have been a
more appropriate moniker
‘Modelling Billy’
though!
Whilst Billy created havoc Ronnie had been modelling, mostly airfix planes, still
pursuing the child in him, which in those days lasted a lot later than in this less
innocent time we now live in. Back then teenagers and some adults still read
16
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comics; they were not just
for kids! The picture
shown on the page 16 is
of Billy with a plane but
regrettably somehow half
of the picture I had is
missing – if anyone has
the full one we would be
grateful for a copy. It was
taken in Vince Eager’s
flat where according to
Vince Billy would set his
models on fire and sail
them out of the window!

Billy in 1959
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1959 – My Christmas Prayer
by Chris Eley (with special thanks to Stuart J Oldfield)
This track, recorded on the 27th of November 1959 with a matrix number of DR
26327 and rush released for December sales which just did not occur, is a very
special one in the hearts of many of Billy’s fans.
Deleted quite early on
(certainly by 1964) F11189
failed to chart and sell and so
became very collectable soon
after. Quite what Musical Director for the session, Harry
Robinson thought about its
lack of success we will never
know. There are fans who
have claimed to have seen
tri-centre versions and out
there will be some who still
have the copy they bought in
1959. More easily obtainable
(the tri’s never seem to turn
up) are the round centres but
even they had gone by the
Demo 45
mid-60’s, and certainly since the 70’s have been eagerly sought after whenever
they turn up. Despite reissues in various formats this is still the case. I remember purchasing a near mint demo from my old mate Piers Chalmers back in
the early 1980's for around £12, which meant I got off lightly.
I still have to find the tri-centre and the 78rpm shellac having gone just recently on Ebay for (allegedly) just over £900 I will give that a miss! This selfpenned number is a delight and can really be described as Maybe Tomorrow
revisited for Christmas. It has the same tempo and feel, the plaintive adolescent cry of lost love and really should have been a Christmas Top 20.
If only Billy had recorded a Christmas album, around 1963 when he was at his
peak, or even a 1959/60 Christmas EP with his versions of Blue Christmas,
Santa Claus Is Back In Town, plus this number and a self-penned song about a
lonely pup before Adam Faith hit with one. Parnes and Decca missed a trick
there and one that would have helped maintain Billy’s presence in the record
and Woolworth's etc. stores down the years. My Christmas Prayer has only surfaced on one Christmas CD to date to my knowledge, The Christmas Song
Book, Spectrum 7314 5-546582-4 in 1998.
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No self-respecting
Christmas collection
should really be without
it. Unlike most other of
Billy’s 45’s there is very
little original publicity
or promotional information around about this
release and the noncharting was something
of a mystery given that
it was superior to Angel
Face which flopped before it.
It was not until just recently that Spencer
Leigh, author of Halfway to Paradise and of
course the Billy Fury biography, Wondrous Face, discovered in the archives at Caversham House that
in fact this record had been banned from airplay by the BBC on religious
grounds. It seems the lyrics coupling prayer with longing for a
girl so far away offended sensitivities somewhere. Looking
back of course, as with so much,
it seems so innocuous, even
quaint that the record should
be banned. Certainly Billy’s
wild onstage antics in the UK
and in Ireland at the time could
not have helped. With no airplay (what about Radio Luxembourg?) and no TV exposure
(why no ATV coverage I wonder-just one Oh Boy appearance with this number would
Demo copy
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have clinched it). I can only
suppose the ban was total.
Unusually, this record was
banned after its release. Perhaps it really was too close to
Maybe Tomorrow to warrant
fans buying it but it seems unlikely. To chart, many casual
buyers would have needed to
purchase it I would guess and
not being fans as such, with
no exposure, how would they
get to know of it. The B-side
was Last Kiss/ The Last Kiss/
LastKiss Goodbye, also selfpenned, enjoyable and highly
plaintive but quite undistinguished.
Nevertheless, how many other 19 year old performers of the genre could even
have managed a song as nice as that back then! Quite why Decca failed to include My Christmas Prayer on the Decca budget Ace of Clubs label LP Billy Fury,
issued in November 1960 as ACL 1047 is difficult to fathom because at only ten
tracks it was lightweight anyway. Perhaps the ban was
still in force which would
explain it, or perhaps the
thought of an uneven eleven
tracks contravened some
guideline to the compilers
sense of orderliness! Whatever the reason it ensured that
a ‘Collectable’ or ‘Rarity’ resulted. In October of 1959
the tri-centre EP Maybe
Tomorrow, with an Orange
cover, was issued, and this
too is very sought after in
good condition (see inside
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back cover). The track was also issued in the early 60’s on a now
very collectable red cover French
EP, which changes hands at
around £120.
Back in 1982 Tony Read, then
Billy’s manager, arranged through
Decca for the track to come out on
a now reasonably collectable EP,
because of it’s limited sales. For
several years Decca and the fan
clubs have received letters requesting reissue of the track, but despite
this trickle of interest nothing had
happened. Tony asked me at the time what track I would like on the EP to
make up the four, which was flattering, and I said You’re Having The Last
Dance With Me was a current favourite and would he please include it. If I had
been given more time to think it would have been something else not then currently available but it’s still a sort of favourite and I was grateful for the nice
gesture. Whether the track listing
was ever run by Billy I don’t know
but when the EP surfaced, there the
track was, and, more importantly
Tony with Decca had given the fans
what they wanted and could now
play every Christmas, as indeed I
know most fans still do. At last fans
did not have to fork out extravagant
sums just to get hold of the track. In
addition, the other favourite not
available for years and asked for on
CD so often a while later, Nobody’s
Child, had also been included by
Tony and Decca. A double delight
for many fans, although that track had been available in 1972 on the World of
Billy Fury LP, albeit in that quite awful reprocessed stereo. In 1985 a great
bunch of guys, The Rapiers, covered the track on their Christmas EP. I don’t
know whether their version is on CD these days but it would be nice if it was.
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Something of a surprise to those who did not
know that Bob Stanley was a massive Billy
Fury fan was the release in December 1993 of
a lovely ’modern’ version but with the same
haunting feel, by St Etienne. The female vocal suited the number but regrettably it was
relegated to the B-Side. I wondered then and
sometimes do now, every Christmas as I play
it after Billy’s version, just what he would
have though of it. I suspect he would say
something like ‘It’s ace Lah, miles better than
mine!’ It’s not of course, but it is lovely. It might be nice if Ricky ‘O’, Billy’s protégé, were to record some of Billy’s numbers but I suspect that even after all this
time, having been so close to Billy in the studio so often it just might be far too
raw a prospect. You did not have to really know him, but only to meet him and
exchange a few words, to know how very special he was.
It’s times like this, whenever memories of 1982 creep up behind and overwhelm
me that I really miss Billy and I would give my
whole collection for just half an hour in conversion with him discussing things such as this.
The first release of this track on CD was in 1988
when Decca’s supreme all time Billy promoter,
John Tracy brought out a neat little 20 track
package of all of the early tracks with the unusual title of The Sound of Fury + 10. During
1998 when compiling The 40th Anniversary Anthology CD I simply had to include My Christmas Prayer and again when I track listed the
Sound of Fury double CD in 2001.
Really, as both a classic and one of the most
sought after collectable's over the years it
would have been appropriate to include it in
the recent Classics and Collectibles (U.S. spelling!) double CD set but hindsight
is a perfect science! We must not forget also the haunting guitar version by Peter
Williams, recorded for his Billy Fury Always Remembered Album, Volume 2,
released in 2005. I am very grateful to my friend Stuart Oldfield, a very big fan
of Billy’s whose major interest in this track in particular has led to him providing information which has been of great help to me and the team, and to Spencer
Leigh and Now Dig This for first revealing the truth about the BBC ban.
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We thank Cy and Irene Moy for all their charity work in the name of Billy Fury
and for keeping his name alive, over the many years of fund raising.
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Chris’s Corner – CD and DVD Review
Telstar – DVD MP986D G2 Pictures
This is a dark and chaotic tale and one that although well acted, especially by
Con O’Neil as Joe Meek, the Clem Cattini and Heinz characters and Kevin
Spacey managing to be as English as they come, is not something many people would wish to dip back into after the initial compulsive viewing. This is
other than to access the clips of the actors playing the Tornados, Heinz, Gene
Vincent and others as they mime to the original tracks. For me it’s all too obviously a stage play adapted with varying degrees of success, to film. Unfortunately the Billy Fury character does not carry off Billy’s charismatic act, looks
nothing like him, (they could have at least got the best quiff in the business
right!) is really only a cypher, and we only get a few seconds of him miming
to Play it Cool, strange choice of song really. I had expected a segment of Billy
and the Tornados together on stage performing something from the 1962 stage
act and was highly disappointed. Conversely, as Billy was not (officially) a
Meek artist I suppose we were lucky that he got mentioned at all (his live LP
rehearsal session with the Tornados recorded by Joe is held by somebody and
it is still claimed that he recorded a couple of studio tracks with Meek perhaps
in 1966). There is also no attempt to demonstrate just how artistically high
above all of the UK performers other than Cliff, Billy really was, in all respects; he comes across as Parnes’ favourite but that’s it. Heinz was Joe’s personal favourite it seems and a lot of attention is centred on their relationship
and Heinz on stage and record. I love quite a few of Heinz’s recordings, despite his vocal limitations, (having said that he was better than a lot) and I personally feel that the depiction of the personal nature of Joe’s relationship with
Heinz is highly exaggerated, as with so much of this film. What is not exaggerated much, according to those who knew him, is Joe’s off the wall, erratic
and sometimes violent behaviour. It’s not a nice tale and from my perspective
does not really give us enough about the creation of the great music; it’s far
more about the personality of the producer. Tormented genius and tortured
soul, Joe was certainly both and he gave us some terrific music (and some
very duff stuff too, which is the nature of things) which we already know, but
the lack of tracks by or mention of Mike Berry, Michael Cox and Danny Rivers
for instance is mystifying as they turned in some of the best work. The wonderful Gene Vincent luckily does get a mention, and Screaming Lord Sutch of
course (could do with him now to run the country!) John Leyton was Joe’s biggest success story other than the Tornados deservedly getting their U.S.
number 1 and John’s hits stand up today. In fact he is still doing the circuit
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and has a new album out. He was understandably a mega success in 1961/62
(perfect pop records, great looks and stage presence) and has a role in the film
as does Jess Conrad; nice to see them both on screen, albeit briefly. Just to
warn you, there are, as they say, scenes of a sexual nature, some bad language,
humour, also some violence of course centred around Joe’s sad and premature
demise; just before he was due to receive, so we are told, massive sums of
money after he was finally cleared of plagiarism. I think there are two things
here; one is that it serves, although not as well as it might because of the
artists/recordings it leaves off, to illustrate that before the Beatles there was
some great music produced in the UK, and secondly, there is the prospect of
just how much more Joe might have achieved with the input of the much
needed cash. A tragedy indeed and a brave, if flawed, attempt to tell the tale.
Telstar – CD 5319850 Universal.
This 21 track CD ties in with the
DVD and the song choice is, to
me, very strange indeed. It certainly is not a ‘best of’ compilation and of course had to tie in
with the film I suppose, so was
restricted as to which tracks
could be included. Joe was big on
instrumentals and that’s why I
guess so many are featured here
but to these ears, apart from the
Tornados Telstar most pale
against the Shadows or Ventures,
although the Outlaws were very
good I must say. There are I feel
far more catchy recordings by
them that could have been on
here rather than Swingin’ Low.
The Blue Rondos Little Baby is reminiscent of Billy’s I Can Feel It and it’s nice to
have a couple of tracks by Screaming Lord Sutch. There are a couple of novelty tracks, by Alan Klein and Arthur Askey respectively, four by Heinz, two by
Gene Vincent, Johnny Remember Me of course by John Leyton and Have I the
Right by the Honeycombs. This serves, as it was conceived to be, as an adjunct to the movie and as a taster really for the massive output that Joe
achieved. It fails in the latter aim but is worth picking up nevertheless – just!
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Cliff Richard and The Shadows – Reunited. EMI CD 5099968788322
Quite simply an excellent album with a young sounding Cliff backed throughout by the wonderful Shadows.
No wonder Cliff became the UK’s
Golden Boy of pop with a backing
outfit like the Shads and tunes like
those on this welcome release, to
tie in with their final tour together.
Twenty two new recordings of
some of Cliff’s numerous 50’s and
60’s hits with a leavening of three
extra rock’n’ roll classics originally
recorded by Eddie Cochran and
Frankie Ford respectively; C’mon
Everybody and Sea Cruise and Singing The Blues, by Guy Mitchell and
Tommy Steele (plus Billy’s brother
Albie and Rick Nelson – in later years of course). Whilst not earth shattering
these are nice versions and I actually prefer Cliff’s new single release version
of the latter to the originals. The latter track by Cliff and the boys has been issued as a single, with some limited edition vinyl copies and lets hope it gets
airplay. The album has charted and a DVD of the O2 performance is now
available. These covers on the album are not slavishly done but manage to remain true even where there is some variation; Travelling Light is probably the
most different but it works. A great in-car album to blast out and remind us
all of our youth; mostly light, carefree, catchy, tuneful numbers from a far better time than now. This man was good then, recording some of the catchiest
songs ever written, and he still is now, and that is an incredible achievement.
Further proof, contrary to belief, that before, and alongside the Beatles etc.
there was equally great music by individual performers. At £16.99 there is also
a boxed set with the album, a jigsaw and EP containing different tracks from
the album and single. Completists will need all of the variations to get all of
the different tracks! I would have much preferred a booklet to the pure novelty of the jigsaw-but there you go! Cecilia and Ken and Linda and I all saw Cliff
and the Shads on this tour – fabulous was not in it. In fact at Wembley the two hours
ranked among the finest musical experiences of my whole life – it was that good.
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Twangs For The Melody – Various Artists Lone Rider CD LRR TWANG 001
Twenty nine fine instrumental tracks by ace Hank Marvin style guitarist and
great friend of mine, Peter Williams, The Flames (who did so much to help raise
money for the Billy Fury Bronze
Fund and are a great bunch of
musicians and guys), plus one
track each by The Tornados and
The Triumphs and two from The
Secrets make for a highly enjoyable thirty three track romp
through the great sounds of yesteryear. Covers of our favourite
instrumentals such as Apache,
Walk Don't Run, In The Hall Of The
Mountain King, Saturday Nite At
The Duck pond, The Cruel Sea and
many others, are all delivered
with skill and feeling. I especially
liked Peter's version of Telstar,
one of thirteen of his recordings
on here, and The Secrets version of Hit and Miss, but the remainder range from
good to great and it was a joy to wind up the volume on a recent car journey. Of
course the originals are usually best but to have such a varied collection on one
CD and so close to the originals, plus all bar one track in stereo, makes for a nice
package and a great concept. Excellent notes by Robb Bradford and memorabilia
shots of the originals adorn the booklet, plus a photo of a much younger Peter
with his hero, Bert Weedon. You will have many of the originals but this sincere
tribute to the instrumental greats and other lesser known groups is really worth
having. Thanks for the CD Peter! For ordering details see John Leyton review below.
John Leyton and The Flames – Lone Rider Records CD LRR JL 002
This is the second outing from John on this label and another enjoyable album.
Apparently intended to represent his stage act this studio album gives us much of
that current act, and in fine style. Part of the theme from The Great Escape by the
Flames leads into Ernie Maresca's Shout, Shout. We get Treat Me Nice (John met
Elvis of course), Hello Mary Lou (Ricky Nelson and Gene Pitney), and a rousing
cover of the mighty Gene Vincent's Say Mama. Carl Mann's Pretend is pleasant as
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are John's readings of those classics
Poetry In Motion, Dreamin, You're
Sixteen, and Walk Right Back. The
Bobby Freeman/ Cliff/Del Shannon
classic Do You Wanna Dance drives
along (The Flames know their business), I have never been keen on
Razzle Dazzle but Sea Cruise is a great
number; the two are segued here as
on stage, whilst Make Love To Me has
always been in my Top 3 of John's
recordings and the version here is
well delivered and powerful. Oh Boy
is also on here. Three of John's originals have been recreated on here and they work, no mean feat, Son This Is She,
Wild Wind and of course Johnny Remember Me. There is also a re-recording of Tell
Laura I Love Her plus a handful of instrumentals by The Flames, including a rousing Great Escape Theme. All tracks are in stereo, great sound and a really worthwhile addition to your existing JL music collection. I was fortunate enough a
couple of years ago to spend around two hours with a very nice and modest John
where we spoke of his career, Billy, Elvis, Charlie Bronson etc and it is something
I will always treasure. He never did tell me though what he thought of the later
Billy tracks on the Halfway To The Hits CD that I gave him – maybe he will if we
catch up again. £10.99 inc p&p from
Lone Rider Records, 21 Vicarage
Road, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon
Thames, Surrey KT1 4EB Tel 0208-943
9953
Billy Fury – Jealousy
K-Tel double CD White
Collection WHITE 247
Apparently available in Asda only,
same cover photo as on previous
Asda Red R201 and Orange Collection Orange 248. For completists only.
Nice album on same label – double
CD of original Marty Wilde tracks,
WHITE 236.
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Gonks Go Beat/I’ve Gotta Horse CD RPM Retro 846 £10.99 at HMV
This two on one soundtrack album couples the numbers from the above two films
in a neat, well presented package with good notes by Kieron Tyler. To be brutally
honest, despite the number of fine musicians involved, there is little to recommend on the Gonks Go Beat but two or three tracks are ok, the rest being extremely ‘square’, even for the time. Harmonica by Graham Bond (and written by Marty
Wilde) is gritty and fine and Burn Up, an instrumental is ok as are The Only One by
Lulu and Poor Boy from the Nashville Teens. Of interest to us is that the drummer
from the Sound of Fury album sessions, Andy White, is featured on the number,
Drum Battle, which is exactly what it is. All fans will be familiar with the I’ve Gotta
Horse soundtrack, which I bought in 1964/65, but in truth like any good fan, if you
have the Nothin’ Shakin’ CD you will already have the only tracks really worth
bothering with, and in stereo, except for the first stereo release of the fine Gamblers track, I Cried all
Night one of the musical
highlights of the movie. It
is great to hear this although the stereo mix on
the whole second album
(the first is in mono) is
very primitive with lead
vocals coming out of one
speaker as opposed to being balanced. The fine
booklet, with colour and
b/w shots of Billy, some of
which I have not seen before, such as Billy in a
fawn suit, combined with
the first chance to have all
of the soundtrack album
on CD in stereo makes
this a purchase that all fans will need to have. The best track by far on either album is Stand by Me by Billy and the Gamblers, and the best version of that is the
mono one on the 40th Anniversary Anthology CD. Ironically there was a plan for
Decca with the SOF, this year, to issue the album in both stereo and mono. I
would guess, having heard nothing and with this release that it won’t happen.
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The Joe Meek Society – Thunderbolt Magazine, an apology
To those of you who contacted Mark Newson and sent incorrect cheques I am
sorry for the mistake. I have known Mark for years and he is of course called
Newson, not Newsome, a silly mistake on my part. If you have not ordered a
copy of the October edition of Thunderbolt I can recommend it. There are seven and a half pages about the 1967 line up of the Tornados and mentions of
Billy throughout. There are also five pictures of Billy including one with
Heinz during the 1970's, one of my copyright shots of Billy with side drum
from Play it Cool filming, one from The Jean Carroll Show, one from I've
Gotta Horse and one picture cover Parlophone 45. It's a 51 page A4 size magazine and packed with interesting information on Joe Meek related music.
Contact Mark on 01797-361817 for ordering details. Ed

Bobby Graham (Robert Francis Neate) 11th March 1940–14th September
2009 (with thanks to Mark Newson and Record Collector)
Of particular interest in the Thunderbolt magazine is a comprehensive obituary by Mark on Outlaws and ace session drummer Bobby Graham, who died
in September, aged 69. Record Collector also carried an obituary in the December edition. Bobby was an excellent drummer, one of the best in the business who worked with several artists and bands in addition to Joe Meeks first
session band, The Outlaws. He performed on four of Billy's finest recordings
Like I've Never Been Gone, I Will, It's Only Make Believe and Give Me Your Word.
The list of artists and hits played on by Bobby is amazing, some 15,000 recordings, and if you would like to find out more about this excellent musician
send for a copy of Thunderbolt. Also look out for the
biography/autobiography The Session Man, Boom House Press, ISBN
0-9549142-01. I have only just been told about it and will be looking for a copy.
Billy fan Frank Bull, the man behind so much work on Billy's grave and prime
mover of the original Mill Hill gatherings met the drummer when Bobby ran a
record shop in Edmonton during the late 70's/early 80's. They were both at Billy's funeral and Bobby introduced Frank to Hal Carter on that grey day. Frank
recalls that Bobby was a really nice, no edge kind of guy, who would invite
him in for coffee and a chat. A sad loss to the music business. Ed
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A Tribute to Pauline Swindells
by Rob Dee
I was very sad to hear that our
very good friend Pauline Swindells
has lost her fight against illness. I
am sure I speak for everyone who
was lucky enough to have been a
part of the lives of Pauline and her
lovely husband Henry.
Pauline was a very warm friendly
person, when first meeting her you
felt as if you had been friends for
years. She had an aura about her,
her love of life, her family and of
course music.
We will never forget you Pauline,
you left us with some wonderful
memories that we will always
treasure.
Rob Dee
The Sound of Fury would like to
agree with all the above comments
and thank Pauline’s family for all her work in helping to keep the name of Billy
Fury alive, especially her major contribution to the billyfury.com site as Competition Editor, and at events. Rest in peace Pauline.

Billy’s 70th Birthday
Next year on April 18th 2010 we will be celebrating what would have been Billy’s
70th Birthday at our gathering at Mill Hill. It would be nice if as many of you could
attend as possible to help us celebrate this event and we hope to make it a really
special occasion. Of course we will be there on 24th January and 10th October too
and hope to see you then as well. If you have never been before please consider
coming along on April 18th. We look forward to seeing you. Thank you. Ed

Congratulations
To Linda Shawley and Chris Eley on the birth on 7th November of granddaughter
Annabelle Rose to proud parents Diane and Alistair.
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BILLY FURY Top Ten
by Peter Williams
I thought it was a great idea when I saw Colin Paul’s Top Ten in the last issue
of the magazine. We all have our favourites and as a guitarist who has made
two Billy Fury tribute CDs, it really is a tough task. In the 60s I always used to
play the B sides first of any new 45 I bought. Strange, I know, but after many
years of doing this, I found some real gems, so you are bound to find B sides
in any list of music I would put together. I was always there in the record
shop the day a new Billy Fury single was released, clutching my 6 shillings
and four pence. Loving his music is easy, but when I saw Billy perform at the
Odeon in Llandudno in North Wales, it was an incredible experience. And although hooked by Billy’s music, from then on it just got better. So here goes,
my list is this:
10. A King For Tonight – With the aggressive opening ‘I don’t need a kingdom’
he sets the scene for a powerful song.
9. Stick Around – Pretty girl, don’t go away, as the song goes. A lovely short
little tune that has a good melody.
8. Magic Eyes – Here I go again going for the B side. You only have to mention
the title and you can hear Billy singing the opening words.
7. My Christmas Prayer – What a beautiful Christmas song. I loved recording it
myself. He should have had a number one with this record.
6. Jealousy – Well, A great Frankie Laine number that Billy gave it the complete powerhouse treatment. What an ending. I was fortunate to know Frankie Laine but never had the chance to discuss Billy’s version with him because
of Frankie’s untimely death.
5. Forget Him – Just superb, and a tribute to the great man himself.
4. Sleepless Nights – Again, a big melodic sound, and I played this endlessly
when it was first released.
3. A Thousand Stars – Ok it was in the David Essex film, but as it was originally recorded it was terrific. A great key change and a very powerful song.
2. Lady – A fabulous melody and great lyrics.
1. Once Upon A Dream – From Play It Cool. Who can forget that scene in the
middle of the plane when Billy got up to sing. I have the film still from that
scene. Such an evocative performance.
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It was extremely difficult to pick just ten. How can I leave out Devil or Angel
or Because Of Love. But, Chris said it had to be ten. Problem is, I love them all.
I think we would all end with the title of the most important Billy song – I’M
LOST WITHOUT YOU. I feel very proud to have had Chris Eley’s support on
the two tribute albums I have recorded, and I would also like to take this opportunity to wish everyone in this fan club a wonderful Christmas and a
very happy New Year.
Peter Williams
© 2009

Exciting new concept Charity Show Tribute to Billy
Fury – Tickets now available
A Charity Stage Show, The Billy Fury Show, featuring dancers, narration, pictures and possibly film clips of Billy will be taking place on Sunday 11th July
at 7.30 pm at the Nottingham Arts Theatre. The show, organised by Michael
Parkinson (no not that one) promises to be different and will not feature
‘Billy Fury Sound alike's but Billy’s own recordings. These will be mostly
Decca/Universal owned but may feature some Parlophone numbers subject
to agreement. Ticket price £10, £8 for concessions from the box office, Tel
0115 9476096 or via
www.nottingham-theatre.co.uk

2010 Billy Calendars For
Sale
A professionally produced A3 size
calendar with full colour pictures
and monthly Billy information.
Price £10 + £1.75 P&P. Please make
cheques payable to The Sound of
Fury and send to P.O. Box 1117,
Hutton, Preston PR2 0DT.
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Rocking the Joint at Evesham
By Chris Eley
On Saturday 24th October Pat Young held another charity event in aid of the
local air ambulance and Alder Hey Children’s Hospital. The venue was again
the Evesham Working Men’s Club and this
was probably the most enjoyable and successful so far, raising over one thousand
pounds. The evening was compered by the
irrepressible, indeed zany, Daniel Heeney
(who can be seen fleetingly in the Joe Meek
film Telstar) and what a fine and humorous job he made of compering the show.
He made more costume changes than Marilyn Monroe would have done – so many
natty suits, and some near the knuckle
jokes which I enjoyed! Following a good
selection of 50s/60’s tracks put together by
Rob the show opened with Dave Wickenden as a very competent Buddy Holly who,
by the end of his set had the dancers on the
floor. Nice to hear some not so common
Holly numbers such as Modern Don Juan
performed live.
Although he was
very worried
Dan Heeney
about the health of one of his children he performed
professionally and well and we do hope that the child
health situation improves. Next up was Rob Dee as of
course, Billy, although he had presented a creditable
tribute to Elvis the previous night in Gloucester. Pat
organises these events and Rob takes care of the music and runs the acts, much as at the Sunnyside earlier
in the year. It’s a lot of work, as is the humping
around of the gear. No roadies here, except for our
Ken, Chris and Pat!
A varied set followed and it was excellent from the
Play it Cool opener through classics like Cross My
Heart and A King For Tonight. It was nice to hear the
Dave Wickenden
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oft neglected, Sleepless Nights a great track, Running Around and Nothing Shakin’
but the surprise was just how well Turn Your Lamp Down Low went with those
people on the dance floor. A good Billy or indeed any solo performance needs
light and shade and this achieved
that. ‘Lamps’ should have been a
single. Jealousy saw Pat and Chris do
their ‘Unforgettable’ bit as the ‘girls’
– which may have passed some persons by if they have not seen the
show, but it was done tongue in
cheek so was harmless and fun. A
great set which ended with It’s Only
Make Believe. Perhaps Rob will include What Do You Think You’re Doin’
Of in a future set – I remember Billy
performing that on TYLS and can
even remember the over the shoulder hand clapping moves!
After the raffle it was time to rock
hard and heavy with the fabulous
Shoobop. This band may best be de‘Rob rocks’
scribed as Status Quo meets Creedence Clearwater Revival meets classic 50’s rock ‘n’ roll and they are relentless
in playing one hard driving rock’n’ roll classic after another. So much so that
dancers just cannot leave the floor. The lead singer, nicknamed Shewy it seems, (and a really nice guy too) has
such evident enthusiasm for this music and such a raucous rock vocal that, combined with the powerhouse
sound of the band, the whole place just jumps. I can’t
rock like I used to but I could not get off the floor either –
brilliant!
It was nice to see friends from Mill Hill present and to
see Bob and Sheila Taylor on the floor was a fillip to all
of us who know how tough a time they have had over
the past two years – lovely Billy people. Talking of
which, how nice it was to spend time with Pat and her
friendly family (and Poppy!), Rob and Chris, Ken and
Sheila & Bob
Cecilia and Dan. Pat has done so much to keep Billy’s
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name alive and she keeps on doing it – a real trouper and probably the most
dedicated fan I have ever known, which is saying something. It may seem to
readers that the SOF are always featuring Rob, and I suppose we are, but he is
very good at what he does and also highly supportive
of this fan club so it is inevitable that we will reciprocate. The Billy Fury Story we love to see but they are
only ‘local’ from time to time, and we do try to see our
other friends Colin Paul and Johnny Red as much as
we can. Other fine acts we catch annually at the Sunnyside anyway but I must admit there are a few others I
would like to see more of, including Garry Slade who
has a great voice and who I have always found to be a
very nice person.
I think the good thing is that although when he is on
stage, he feels he is Billy Fury, Rob is the first, just like
the two Colin’s and Johnny to say that there was only
one Billy Fury and that no-one can really compare to
the magic he had, especially the voice, and of course
this is true. At this juncture I would like to say a big
thanks to all of the Billy tribute acts and bands for their
efforts in helping to keep this very special artist alive.
Pat Young

Shoobop
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide
January
9

Rob Dee Solo Tribute to Billy Fury

The Matchrooms, Plymouth
01752 347089
22 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Belgrade Theatre, Coventry
23 The KRYS Band – Tribute to Billy Fury
Festival Inn, Trowell, Notts
01785 228292
February
5 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Anvil Arts. Basingstoke
6 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Cliffs Pavilion, Southend
On Sea 01702 351135
12/ Billy Fury Weekend with Colin Paul &
Metropole Hotel, Blackpool
13 The Persuaders
01253 722300
17 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Fairfield Halls, Croydon
0208 688 9291
20 Johnny Red & The Rebel, The Billy, Shaky The Pemberton Centre, Rushden
and Elvis Show Charity Night
£5 on the door
26 Rob Dee Solo Tribute to Billy Fury
The Walls Club, Gloucester
01452 610277
28 Colin Paul & the Persuaders & The
The Garrick Theatre,
Passionettes – Billy meets Elvis
Altrincham
March
6 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Dudley Concert Hall
01384 812 812
7 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Mayflower Theatre
Southampton 023 8071 1811
12 Colin Paul & The Persuaders – Tribute
Pontins Brean Sands
to Billy part of 60’s weekend
01934 733958
14 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Aylesbury Civic Centre
01296 486009
19 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Forum 28 28, Barrow in Furness
01229 820 000
19 Start of the Billy Fury Sunnyside Weekend Innkeepers Lodge, Northampton
20 Billy Fury Charity Night see p. 28
Sunnyside, Northampton
27 Rob Dee Solo Tribute to Billy Fury
Richmond Holiday Centre
Skegness 01754 762255
28 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Royal Concert Hall, Nottingham
0115 989 5555
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